Are you looking for a fun way to be active, grow your learning, and boost your well-being? Learn about these magnificent pieces inspired from artists and cultures around the world. Use the hyperlinks on page 2 to help you find your answers. Answer the bonus question for each destination online at My liveWELL Portal on Employee Self-Service and earn 50 points each to use in the liveWELL Store!
The Brain in the Mirror, Located in Psychological and Brain Sciences Building, E Side. Bonus question: Lynn Basa says this piece deals with the mystery of what happens when ____ starts flying in the brain. Fill in the blank.

Forest, Amber, and Gilded Chandelier, Located in Voxman Music Building. Bonus question: What material does Dale Chihuly use to make this art piece?

Untitled, Roberto Delgado, Located in Catlett Residence Hall. Bonus question: Roberto Delgado attempts to capture the full ____, ____ and ____ spectrum on the UI campus. Fill in the blanks.

Iacto, Located in Adler Journalism and Mass Communication Building. Bonus question: The title of this piece is derived from what Latin word that means "to cast or throw?"

River of Life, Located in Campus Recreation and Wellness Center. Bonus question: The patterns along the river’s edge represent both Native American ____ and American _____. Fill in the blanks.

Scholastic Truth, Located in Petersen Residence Hall. Bonus question: This artwork was inspired by a quote from which civil rights leader?

Gravity I Levity, Located in Nursing Building. Bonus question: Nigel Hall’s sculptures can be found in collections all around the world. Which major global city does this internationally known artist call home?

Going the Distance, Located in Carver-Hawkeye Arena. Bonus question: Susan Kaprov attempted to reveal three things about sports by creating this piece. They are kinetic beauty, precision and ____. Fill in the blank.

Stone Motorcycles, Located in Visual Arts Building. Bonus question: What material are these four sculptures made out of?

Nile Kinnick Statue, Kinnick Stadium. Bonus question: Nile Kinnick wrote in 1943, “All people of whatever creed, nationality, or color must be accorded equal ____ and human _____. Fill in the blanks.
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